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My practice is focused on the creation of sound works, from which I construct visual vessels, that mirror the sound’s form, extending it 
into the physical.

The complexities between landscape and memory, city and pastoral environments, societal and personal nostalgia, and naturalness and 
authenticity are the driving stimuli for my research and practice.

Landscapes, as external spaces and emotive internal ones, are important visual and figurative metaphors that I apply when constructing audio and installation 
and when considering the work’s context. I’m interested in what constitutes a ‘natural’ landscape and a ‘natural’ sound, particularly as birdsong is changing 
within cities and across the UK as the environment shifts. The birdsong included in my works are laments, the last calls of birds forced to leave their homes. 

Weaving together natural, artificial and archived sounds, my work explores the boundary between the internal and external, micro and macro. Often coupling 
personal and intimate sounds, captured at the microphone’s limits, with field recordings; the sound of microphones placed inside my mouth, interlaced with 
the distant call of seagulls and turtledoves. By interrupting landscapes void of human presence with bursts of intimacy, my compositions have served as 
metaphors not only for personal, childhood longing but also, on a societal level, the desire to use past, simpler times as influence for future progress. Both 
expressions of rose-tinted ideals and intangible, nostalgic longing, the soundscapes permeate temporal boundaries, caught between reality and the past.  

Initially writing unpunctuated lyric allows me to interpret, and digest my surroundings, feelings, and thoughts. Accompanying this writing process, the creation 
of sounds is something I can do independently with just a recording device. This permits a transportable process, capturing fleeting moments within city, 
pastoral landscapes and my immediate environment. Combined with local generators of sound, such as my body, computer and family members, I employ 
traditional and personal sound making techniques. These include recording my mum’s breath down the clarinet and a violin’s harmonics, used not for 
functional melodic tone but their limits as objects. 

Collating these different processes into compositions, I create moments of stillness and chaos. By interrupting the calm of natural landscapes with awkward 
mechanical cityscape sounds, and birdsong with frantic instruments, I consider these, as a whole, also laments, personally, mourning the loss of childhood 
and societally, the apparent loss of what is ‘natural’. As Wordsworth used word metaphor to express his lost childhood, these sounds, collected together to 
form impossible auditory landscapes, are metaphors expressing the distance between reality and memory. 

The sonorous contrast of these internal personal and external cityscape sounds, reflects my critical awareness that both personal and societal nostalgia are 
illusionary, thus inaccurate. Considering this, I play with the boundary between what is and isn’t authentic and natural within my compositions, reflecting the 
same tension that exists between factual past and reflection.   

ARTIST STATEMENT



Found Across Other Ebbs, 13:54 min, March 2020

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/found-across-other-ebbs

Human Mechanisms, Drifted Out to Sea, 11:04 min, May 2020

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/human-mechanisms-drifted-out-to-sea

Contact, 04:32 min, February 2020

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/contact

Personal Memories For the Nation, Mum and I, 06:12 min, February 2020

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/personal-memories-for-the-nation-mum-and-
i 

Tomorrow Isn’t Going Forward, 08:12 min, January 2020

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/tomorrow-isnt-going-forward 

Lament for 2020, 06:45 min, January, 2020

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/lament-for-2020 

SOUNDCLOUD LINKS TO SOUND PIECES - 
Without visual installation: 

To be listened to with headphones in and eyes closed.

https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/found-across-other-ebbs
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/human-mechanisms-drifted-out-to-sea
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/contact
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/personal-memories-for-the-nation-mum-and-i
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/personal-memories-for-the-nation-mum-and-i
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/tomorrow-isnt-going-forward
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/lament-for-2020


CV



EXHIBITION - Degree Show, Further Information 

Deflecting trepidation of growing up and wilting - like plants, I harboured nostalgia, reminiscing and 
idolising childhood. These memories are at once distant, and the most personal/intimate things; the 
sound filling up rooms when mum taught music lessons, is the thing I remember best. 

I constructed large artificial earth mounds to echo physically the natural/unnatural, authentic/
inauthentic comparisons within accompanying audio composition Found Across Other Ebbs 13:54 
Min. 

The mounds had holes which held speakers to play the sound pieces. Singing these lamenting 
compositions, they stood as sites of grittiness and life, burial and regrowth - their tragedy as 
phoneys, and state of unnaturalness, mirroring the short falls of rose-tinted reflection. On these 
half-real half-fake mounds, I watered and nurtured small seedlings uprooted from home, 
encouraging them to grow from these sites of artificiality to eventually decay.  

I was considering how plants tune in to their surroundings. They live in a constant orchestra of 
vibrations through which they hear, whilst human hearing relies on changing air pressure. So, by 
vibrating soil on top of the speakers, I considered that there were two types of audiences: visitors 
hearing the work and the planted seedlings growing, and listening too. 

Found Across Other Ebbs, 13:54 Min, March 2020, Sound Installation, Three artificial earth mounds, Meadowsweet, Rocket, Four Genelec speakers, 
Reaper, Cabling, 3m x 3m 



Five Movements, Dancers, Parts of the World, Tracks, March 2020. Video, Sound Pieces. Dancers: Rosa Villanueva (Lament for 2020), Isabella Mahmoud (Contact), 
Ellen Gordon (Tomorrow Isn’t Going Forward), Dale Ratcliff (Personal Memories for the Nation, Mum and I), Jess Goodfellow (Found Across Other Ebbs)

DIGITAL LOCKDOWN COLLABORATION- 5 Choreographed Dancers

Over the course of the Covid period, on lockdown, I have collaborated as an artist and sound artist with five worldwide 
dancers based in the UK, US, Australia and Mexico, with thanks to the dance company Staunch.  
For the most part, we had never met before this project took place and the results were born from an adjustment to all 
persons' fractured artistic practices. Shot on handheld mobile devices, from the comforts of home, these pieces show the 
dancers reacting through dance to my sound pieces. Having sent over the footage, I then edited the shots into these films.  
  
One piece per person, wearing similar clothing but in different locations - these videos mirror the five variations on the same 
theme that the pieces themselves represent. They consider mapping a new form of landscape within which work could exist 
(due to the circumstances of lockdown), this being unrestrained geographically, whilst existing solely online.  

Imbued with memory, the dancers’ home environments and personal responses to the music seemed to 
encapsulate authenticity and honesty with regard to emotional response and internal landscape. An interesting 
juxtaposition, when presenting these intimate settings on wide, open, connected but often impersonal online 
platforms such as Youtube and Instagram, for anyone to view behind a screen.



Memory CD, Playing Contact, Tomorrow isn’t Going Forward and Lament for 2020, February, 2020, Sound Installation, Blindfolds, 
Smoke, Blue Light, Performative Guiding, 10m x 10m Anatomy Theatre Lecture Room, Rhythm Machine, Summerhall

VIDEO LINKS, DANCE PIECES, FIVE 
DANCES, FIVE VARIATIONS ON A THEME:

Lament for 2020, Rosa Villanueva:

Found Across Other Ebbs, Jess Goodfellow:

Contact, Isabella Mahmoud:

Tomorrow Isn’t Going Forward, Ellen Gordon:

Personal Memories for the Nation, Mum and I, Dale Ratcliff:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxfuMktNVh8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8Ga0SfBjiU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHQXcYjWwek

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ieQTKarHjk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC39BpqxL3E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxfuMktNVh8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8Ga0SfBjiU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHQXcYjWwek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ieQTKarHjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC39BpqxL3E


Jess Goodfellow, Screenshots of her choreography



Rosa Villanueva, Screenshots from the film



VIDEO DOCUMENTATION LINK: https://www.eleanorbeale.com/forgotten

EXHIBITION - Fire Station, Lauriston Place

Entering Under and Over and In and Out, November 2019. Earth, Carpet, 

Laser Cut Roman Column, Curtains, Video, Performance. Fire Station, 

Lauriston Place.

https://www.eleanorbeale.com/forgotten


 

https://www.eleanorbeale.com/untitledVIDEO DOCUMENTATION LINK:

EXHIBITION- Warehouse, Evening Dance Event

'Everyday could be a nightmare or ok… lets just dance it off? After 1Q84 after 1984 - ‘I was 

speaking to your worse half the other day and she told me to watch out’’. December 2019. 

Installation, Hanging Printed Poem, Lights, Hanging Printed Fabric, Lights, Mirror, Palettes. Social 

Seated area. Made for dance company Staunch - evening of dance and music.

https://www.eleanorbeale.com/untitled
https://www.eleanorbeale.com/untitled


Memory CD, Playing Contact, Tomorrow isn’t Going Forward and Lament for 2020, February, 2020, Sound Installation, Blindfolds, Smoke, Blue 
Light, Performative Guiding, 10m x 10m Anatomy Theatre Lecture Room, Rhythm Machine, Summerhall.

EXHIBITION - Club, Exhibition 







https://www.dropbox.com/s/8rg3t55ldshdbfy/Memory%20CD%2C%20Rhythm%20Machine.mp4?dl=0VIDEO DOCUMENTATION LINK: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8rg3t55ldshdbfy/Memory%20CD%2C%20Rhythm%20Machine.mp4?dl=0


Tomorrow isn’t going forward, 08:12 min and Lament for 2020, 06:45 min, February 2020, Audio Work, CD player, Two 
Genelec Speakers, Headphones, Blindfold, Buffering Exhibition

EXHIBITION - Buffering



Contact, 04:32 Min, February 2020 Sound Installation, Earth, Mafaf*ckers Exhibition

EXHIBITION - Mafaf*ckers 



Four Stages of Movement/Vibration of Soil on Speakers to Sound Piece, March 2020, Audio Work and Installation, 
Nylon, Earth, Speakers, 40cm x 25cm x 40cm

AUDIO INSTALLATION




